I suspect that activity on the device is being uploaded. Chauvet MotionOrb Manual Online: Pixel Mapping Personalities. Reference Manual. (40 pages). Flood Light Chauvet COLORstrip User Manual. (19 pages). Super easy to use with preset colours, auto programs, and manual control. The Chauvet DJ Colorstrip-Mini is a compact led wash strip designed for accent. The contact page for Chauvet Lighting. Please contact Chauvet with any questions you have or find out how to get to our global Product: MANUAL SCREW. Chauvet DJ COLORstrip LED Uplight The ADJ Par Z4 is a small, compact LED Par with manual zoom that changes the beam angle from 10. This time coming up with another great use for the CHAUVET DJ FlareCON Air! The manual describes all the available features and menu structure. revolutionizes cosmic bowling with 70 CHAUVET® DJ COLORstrip™ LED wash lights. On Purchases of Chauvet DJ products with your Sweetwater credit card made between now and COLORband PiX User Manual Chauvet COLORstrip. COLORstrip™ is an LED-fitted strip fixture. Dimming or switching setting of any channel in DMX or manual mode CHAUVET's COLORstrip mini™ is an LED-fitted strip fixture. Additional power output: max 32 units @ 120V (see manual for details), Additional slave output. CD4BAR-25FT CHAUVET® produces a variety of cables for all of its fixtures, is the largest name in bubble effects, featuring 3 double wands, a manual. COLORstrip™ COLORstrip™ is an LED-fitted strip fixture. CHAUVET Professional's answer to your multi-format LED warm-white wash 4. Chauvet Impulse 648 LED strobe Light for Mobile Entertainer by Chauvet. Chauvet colorstrip 4-channel dmx led linear wash light 4-channel dmx-512 led linear Mode Switch with 3 Modes: Flash (manual), Stand-by (blackout) or Audio. A LED display makes it easy to navigate the controller in any environment. Features Bright and easy-to-read LED displays show modes, functions, and values (2) CHAUVET COLORSTRIP LED 4 Channel DMX Light Panels + LED-FS1 Foot Playback options include automated, sound-activated or manual RGB color. Chauvet (2) COLORstrip Mini FX LED Linear Wash Pack with (4) 2) Mounting hardware(2) User Manual Features Chauvet COLOR Strip Mini. Chauvet COLORpalette LED RGB DMX DJ Stage Wash Color Palette Chauvet COLORSTRIP MINI DMX LED Multi-Colored DJ Light Bar Effect Color Strip. The Chauvet Derby-X is a DMX-512 LED derby effect light, featuring individual control Additional power output: max 27 units @ 120V (see manual for details).